GWRRA
Chapter
NY-U
March 2021 Newsletter

March 14, 2021
Belle-View East
Dinner 2:00 Meeting 3:00

BELLE-VIEW EAST
Restaurant

District Directors
Ted and Janice Zamorski

2 pm Dinner - 3 pm Meeting

gwrra.ny.director@gmail.com
315-733-4202

Upcoming Chapter Events
Dinner Rides

Dates are set but places and times are to be announced be sure to check your e-mail
March 24
June 2
July 28
September 22

April 21
June 16
August 11
October 6

May 5
June 30
August 25
October 20
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May 19
July 14
September 8
November 3

The Little
Chapter

U

U
U U

That Does!!!

NY-U Chapter Team
Chapter Directors - Sally & Gene Jaquith
chandle_64@yahoo.com
Treasurer - Nancy Schaal
Member Enhancement - Arlene Connelly
Newsletter Editor - Maleia Fetters Stinky4048@outlook.com
Sunshine - Debbie Perez
Chapter of the Year Coordinator - Kathy Eidens
Dash-for-Cash Coordinator - Brenda Peterson
Ride Coordinator District Educator - Cliff Schaal cliffschaal@hotmail.com

National and District leadership can be contacted at the
following websites:
National - www.gwrra.org/nationalofficers.html
District - www.gwrra-ny.org/officers.htm
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The Gold Wing Road Riders Association (GWRRA) is the world’s largest
single-marquee social organization for owners and riders of Honda Gold
Wing/Valkyrie motorcycles as well as any other motorcycles, and some
would say, the world’s largest family. Dedicated to our motto, Friends for
Fun, Safety and Knowledge, GWRRA members enjoy the freedom of
belonging to a not-for-profit, non-religious and non-political organization.
Founded in 1977, GWRRA has grown to more than 72,000 U.S., Canadian
and International Members in 53 foreign countries in just 35 years. Over 800
active Chapters are managed by 4,000 volunteer leaders working with
members to foster safe, enjoyable riding while also working to improve the
public image of motorcycling.

Dash
for
Cash
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Winter is winding down and spring is on the way. It is such an exhilarating feeling spring brings with
anticipation for a great riding season, fun activities, and getting back to ‘normal.’ I have seen numerous
motorcycles on the road already.
Daylight Saving Time begins March 14. So unfortunately, we will have to set our clocks ahead and lose an
hour of sleep. I am one to be early to rise and early to bed but not one to jump up and down for joy when it
comes to losing an hour of sleep. It takes me a full six months for my sleep rhythm to recover. The first day of
spring falls on March 20.
Cliff lead two classes last month one on Membership Enhancement and the other on the history of GWRRA.
We learned some interesting facts about how GWRRA got started and how the organization grew into what it
is today. We were also reminded by the Membership Enhancement class the benefits of GWRRA membership
and the wonderful experience of belonging to a GWRRA Chapter such as Chapter U. We all can take part in
spreading the word about the benefits of membership: friendship, support, rider education, safety, trips, and
shared stories, to name a few. Cliff did an excellent job presenting these classes; thank you Cliff.
There are two months left before riding season begins, March and April. No one has stepped up to take the
position of “Ride Coordinator” – think about that for a moment.

Sally Jaquith - Chapter U Director
“The Little Chapter that DOES”
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The Gold Book and You
Previously Published March 2017
With this month’s, Wing World, you should be if not already receiving
your copy of the Gold Book. For those of you who are new members and as a
refresher to long time members I would like to point out some of the
educational tips located in this publication. So, let’s start with section one.
Here you will find the list of all the membership with phone numbers of
people who will help you in your travels. What do you need? Motel
recommendation, restaurants, repair shops, medical treatment to mention a
few. And don’t be surprised if you are invited to a chapter gathering. By all
means attend, make new friends and be sure to invite them to stop and visit
when they are in your neck of the woods.
Now for section two. Here you will find the new N-17 (Motorcycle inspection sheet). This is the new
replacement for the T-CLOCK, however you can use either one, after all it’s all about safety. Packing for a
trip, tips on what to take and what not to take. Group riding hand signals, should you ever need to trailer
your bike, here is the best way to tie it down on page 92-94. Do you know how to pick up your bike if it falls
over? The answer is on page 96-97.
Even though it is very rare, sometimes a Wing will break down. God help me, where is the nearest
Honda dealer? Just look in your Gold Book in section three. My hope is that I have aroused your curiosity
and you will all take a closer look at your Gold Book and just maybe learn something new that will help you
enjoy the ride.

All the Gear All the Time,
Cliff & Nancy NY-DE
Cliff Schaal 716-397-9212 or cliffschaal@hotmail.com
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From your
Membership Enhancement Coordinator
Another month closer to the riding season. As I am writing this,
there is a storm about to rear it’s ugly head. The forecast is up to
a foot of fresh snow and blowing wind. If cabin fever is getting
you down, get outside and take a walk. The fresh air will do you
good. I have been cross-country skiing almost every day and
Roger is getting to ride his sled so that makes him happy. That’s
what retirement does for you.
With spring right around the corner, now is the time to start
thinking about getting the mothballs off your bike and start getting it ready for the first ride,
AND getting new members or old members active. Remember to get out your membership
packets and keep them handy. If you don’t have at least one in your bike, please let me
know and I will get a few to you. You can’t recruit if you don’t have the information to do it
with. With Covid on its way out (we hope that’s what the vaccine is doing), we should have
a good year with plenty of chances to get some new members. I’m very grateful for our
current members but new members usually bring new spice to the Chapter. As I always say,
recruit, recruit, recruit!
Now some advice to remember before you get on your bike, not just the first time after the
winter storage but always. Remember to start with the T-CLOCK. I see Roger do this
every time we get on the bike. I’m fortunate to have a husband that takes good care of our
bike.
T = Tires
C = Controls
L = Lights
O = Oil
C = Chassis
K = Kickstand
Think spring.
Arlene Connelly, Chapter U

Let’s go Chapter U!
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A MORNING CHALLANGE
Rig is feeling good...the setup must be pretty close as the machine is just seeming to cruise
with little or no effort. Man and machine are in that special 'sweet spot' that all sidecarist
yearn for.
The twisties loom ahead in a never ending undulation of pavement surrounded by some of
the most beautiful scenery east of the Mississippi. It is early on the Parkway and the never
ending expose' of beautiful vistas pass by on either side. A good time to get in some spirited
sidecarring before the road becomes choked with motorhomes and trailers of a multitude of
wide eyed tourists.
Anticipation grows in proportion with the rising tach needle. Faster and faster as more petrol
is fed into the powerful engine. Rider concentrating on being smooth ...feeling the weight of
the rig rise and fall on it's suspension as it moves from left to right to straight and repeats.
Slipping into right handers while maintaining as much speed as dared and then powering out
while the sidecar wheel hovers slightly above the pavement....the rear tire protesting as it
searches for traction.
Mind is racing as endorphins are activated yet the vision of what is unfolding seems to be in
slow motion. The dynamics of the outfit speak to the subconsious in a never ending diatribe
of input. The man and machine are constantlly talking to one another as old friends. Some
thoughts are retained and some rejected...the machine and rider are one and pushing the
envelope in a neverending quest for the perfect turn.
Down the straight stretch with left hander fastly aproaching , tucked in behind windscreen in
an aerodynamic position but more so to ward off the chill of the crisp morning air. Quicker
and quicker the turn aproaches until at the last moment the throttle is released and a lower
gear is found in one fluid motion. Front tire wants to slide but then the rear of the outfit
breaks loose as the the right handgrip is twisted to the stop. The strained
throttle cable's intergity being put to the test. Steering to the right while going left with the
rear tire of the machine singing a song of protest as rubber is deposited on the Virgin
Tarmac.
Thoughts race through the rider's mind...some from experiences past and some from fear of
the unknown. 'Will the rear wheel stay down?' Hope so ....lean left as centrifigul force
attempts to push the rider off the seat. Out of the turn and almost immediately into a sharp
right hand hairpin...too much speed ! Chair lifts going in .... lower gear is found and again the
right grip is twisted to the max...rear tire breaks loose on the dew covered
road surface and chair settles down as forward motion begins to be
shared bya sideways protest of varied forces working against and
with one another.
Riders heart is racing with the hope that the rear tire will not regain
traction just yet...front brake is feathered.. then while steering
correctively the front tire begins to drift as well...rider smiles with a
fearfull satisfaction as he knows he is experiencing an area that few
sidecarists venture into. A true three wheel drift in a right
hander...more power is wished for but none can be found. The
machine begins to hook up.
Fear plays it's game with the riders ... a tipover seems eminant but just in
time the sidecar lazily lifts as the final stages of the hairpin are
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realized. Front brake is totally released and the machine, triumphantly ,
rockets out onto the straight stretch with the sidecar wheel giving a faint
chirp as it comes back to earth.. Rider smiles within the confines of his
helmet as he knows he has explored and counquered the fringe of control one
more time.
Road straightens out and speed is slowed as the machine enters the welcome
haven of a rest area. Engine is shut off and rider dismounts still vibrating
from within as his mind reflects on the experiences that just took place.
The rig rests silently except for the tick ticking cooling down sounds a
machine makes. The rider leans against the stone fence and admiringly stares
at his rig.
There is a common bond between this man and machine that is too sacred to
be described by mere words. A faint smile can be seen on the rider's face
and it seems as though the machine is smiling too.
A shaky gloved hand struggles to light a cigarette. The thermos is called
for and reveals it's contents of cold java to a parched mouth.
From a distant curve a car is heard approaching. Then slowly out of the
early morning mist appears one of Virginia's finest in all his glory. He
slows and waves on his mission to serve and protect. The rider smiles and
returns the greeting.
Life is good.
This is another contribution from Claude Stanley - Freedom Sidecars LLC
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Broccoli Casserole
3 -10 oz. pkgs. frozen broccoli (cooked)
1 can sliced water chestnuts, drained
1 can cream mushroom soup
1 can evaporated milk
1 cup shredded cheddar cheese
1 2.8 oz. can French fried onion rings
Place broccoli & water chestnuts in a casserole. Mix milk and soup.
Pour over broccoli. Sprinkle cheese over top.
Bake 350 degree oven for 35 to 45 minutes.
Sprinkle on onion rings last 5 minutes.
Enjoy!

Maple Syrup Facts
With spring comes maple syrup. If you haven’t had the experience of visiting a “Sugar Shanty” now is the
time. Pure maple syrup is a natural sugar made by evaporation of the sap of several species of maple trees.
The combination of sugar, black, soft or red maples and a climate unique to eastern North America allows for
the early Spring harvest of this all-natural delicious sweetener. It takes a lot of sap from a maple tree to make
even one gallon of maple syrup. Here is a recipe to try.

Chewy Maple Cookies
Ingredients
½ C shortening
1 C packed light brown sugar
1 egg
½ C pure maple syrup
½ tsp vanilla
1 ½ C all-purpose flour
2 tsp baking powder
½ tsp salt
½ C coconut (optional)
In a mixing bowl, cream shortening and brown sugar until fluffy
Beat in the egg, maple syrup, and vanilla until well mixed
Combine flour, baking powder and salt, add to the creamed mixture
Stir in coconut if desired
Drop by tablespoons 2 inches apart onto greased baking sheets
Bake at 350 for 12-15 minutes
If you want these to be chewy, remove them from the oven as soon as they start
to brown.
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